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Lucy, Lucy and Lucy Barfield
Pleasance Courtyard (Below), 60 Pleasance, Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ
Wednesday 3rd – Monday 29th August 2016 (not 15th, 22nd), 15:30
Following 2015’s Garden - Quietly revolutionary (The Scotsman) - Lucy Grace explores a life less
documented in this intimate show about holding onto adventure, falling through the cracks and
finding your own way back. Directed by Dan Hutton, described by What’s On Stage as one of
eleven faces to watch in 2016.
C.S. Lewis’s dedication to his goddaughter, Lucy Barfield, in The Lion, the Witch and The
Wardrobe is often acknowledged as one of the most poignant ever written yet we know nothing
about the little girl it is meant for, the same little girl who gave her name to Narnia’s heroine:
Lucy Pevensie.
Inspired by a childhood reading fantasy novels, Lucy Grace is waiting to find the way into Narnia.
It’s taking a really long time. Eventually it clicks; Narnia does not exist. She’s 26. So, Lucy
returns to her favourite book to look for tips on how to survive in a world where every door
leads exactly where you’d expect. If the adventures of heroine Lucy Pevensie can’t help, then
perhaps C. S. Lewis’s dedication to his Goddaughter, Lucy Barfield, holds the key to another
wardrobe.
And so begins Lucy’s search for the lives of Lucy: past, present and fantasy. Can Lucy Barfield
help Lucy Grace come to terms with a world without the possibility of Narnia? Lucy, Lucy and
Lucy Barfield is an intimate piece exploring the fragility between reality and fantasy and how we
sometimes have to put fairy tales away and embrace the real world head on.
Lucy Grace comments, We’ve all read articles, books, seen movies, plays about what happened
to the real Alice in Wonderland or the real Peter Pan but what about the real Lucy Pevensie,
Queen of Narnia? When I googled her, I only found her name mentioned on one forum run by
Narnia superfans. Through reading stories online and speaking to her family what I had found
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out about Lucy was turned completely on its head. So, the focus of the show I was writing
completely changed. Instead, I focussed on finding the real Lucy and, in doing that, I had to
accept that sometimes escaping into make believe isn’t always the answer.
Lucy, Lucy and Lucy Barfield explores the power of writing and how biography can sometimes
manipulate other people’s lives to say what we want about the world.
A musician, dancer and artist, Lucy Barfield developed multiple sclerosis at the age of 29 and
began a very rapid decline into ill health which led to her living in various hospitals, most
notably The Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability in Putney where she spent the last 13 years of
her life. Despite almost total paralysis Lucy managed at points to create artwork and write
poetry which she communicated to friends through blinking. Lucy Barfield died after a bout of
pneumonia on 3rd May 2003.
Lucy, Lucy and Lucy Barfield is produced by How Small How Far, the production company
formed by Lucy Grace and producer Chrissy Angus after their successes with Garden at
Edinburgh Fringe 2015.

Notes to Editors
Title

Lucy, Lucy and Lucy Barfield

Performance Dates

Wednesday 3rd – Monday 29th August, 15:30

Running time

1 hour

Location

Pleasance Courtyard (Below), 60 Pleasance, Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ

Box Office

Tickets are available from www.pleasance.co.uk
Previews: £6
Early Week: £7.50 (£6.50)
Weekday: £9 (£8)
Weekend: £10 (£9)

Twitter

@howsmallhowfar, @lucygrrrace, #lucyplays

Director

Dan Hutton

Writer/Performer

Lucy Grace

Producer

Chrissy Angus
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Lucy Grace
Lucy Grace studied Theatre & Performance Studies at Warwick University before going onto
work as an actor and community theatre practitioner. She has spent much of her working life on
tour across the globe and in UK theatres. In 2015 she made her debut as a writer with Garden at
the Edinburgh Fringe. Lucy will reprise her role in Garden for the UK tour in autumn 2016. She is
co-founder of theatre company How Small How Far.

Dan Hutton
Dan Hutton is a director and theatre-maker. Previous directing credits include The Spanish
Tragedy (Old Red Lion Theatre), After/Into (Rapid Write Response, Theatre 503), Cuckoo (Etch
Scratch Night), Assembly (Barrel Organ Scratch Night), Blood Wedding (Theatrical Niche), Joy
Child (mac), Posh, Attempts on Her Life, Faustus (all Warwick Arts Centre) and Fascism, Anyone?
(IATL). As an assistant director, Dan has worked with Headlong, West Yorkshire Playhouse,
Liverpool Everyman & Playhouse, Royal and Derngate, Royal Exchange, Northern Stage and
curious directive. He is also a founding member of touring company Barrel Organ who have
been described as “the future” by The Guardian.

All enquiries, high res images and further information:
Chloé Nelkin, Chloé Nelkin Consulting
E: chloe@chloenelkinconsulting.com, M: 07764 273 219
W: www.chloenelkinconsulting.com
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